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Abstract 
    Arabic was recently limited to dividing speech into three parts. 
Personal pronouns, referred to as Dhamair, relatives and demonstratives 
were included within the noun-class. However, this division was 
criticized by some modern linguists and grammarians who made of 
pronouns a distinct class including, in addition to personal pronouns –
previously known as Dhamair- relatives and demonstratives. They called 
the latter “pronouns” as, like personal pronouns, can replace nouns. We 
argued this idea in our 2010 doctorate thesis. 
    Teaching English for many years at Arabic literature department 
(Bouira University) and at the university of continued training, where 
students do not master English, we noticed a misuse of relative pronouns 
in their writings. This may be attributed to literal translation either from 
classical Arabic or from Algerian dialects. 
   This paper aims at showing the various ways through which Arabic 
relative pronouns can be translated into English. We took our examples 
from Qur’an and our analysis was based on the various declining cases of 
Arabic relative pronouns. 
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﴿

﴾]08[
 6   
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   Anaphoric Reference   

Cataphoric Reference Relative Pronoun 
Connector

Complex 
sentence   Main clause   

Subordinate relative clause
          

Non-defining relative clauses
defining relative clauses

 
8My wife,who is a heavy smoker,catches cold very easily. 
9 

10I do not like people who talk about themselves all the time«  
 


         who  


wife

my
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who 
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11 
﴿﴾]118[




13
who

those 
those who do not know said if only ALLAH talks to us… 
12 

 

﴿
﴾]78[who

thosedisbelieve
Past simple

were cursed
 

 

Those who disbelieved/disbelievers among the children of Israel, were 
cursed by the tongue of David and Jesus son of Mary…) 
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﴿﴾]13[ 
 

   
what «أو»whatever «أو »whatsoever 

 

And to him "ALLAH" belongs what/whatever/whatsoever exists in the 
night and the day… 
 


Transposition
nounphraseAll creaturesThat

 
 

(And to him "ALLAH" belongs all creatures that exist in the night and the 
day…) 

14 
 

﴿﴾]06[ 
who

to shape Present simple 
He "it is ALLAH" who shapes you in the wombs as he wills… 

15 

﴿        ﴾
]1[ 


who

those to disbelieve
 

 

those who disbelieved/disbelievers among the people of the scripture 
"Jews and Christians" and those who associate other Gods to ALLAH 

were not to leave their Gods until clear evidence came to them.  )  
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﴿
﴾]177[ 





   who    

ModulationTransposition
 

 

It is not righteousness that you turn your faces towards the East and the 
West, but righteousness is he who believes in ALLAH…  )  

 

whobelieve
he to be 

 
 

(righteousness is not in turning your faces towards East and the West, but 
it is belief in ALLAH…) 

it
 belief 

17 
﴿﴾ 

 


  14

 
who

 
O you who believe!...(  

)O you believers!/O believers !... 
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﴿
﴾]68[ 




           


        
 

 

(- Those of mankind who have the best claim to Abraham, are those who 
followed him, and this prophet and those who believed "in ALLAH" 
ALLAH is the protector of the faithful.  )  
(- Those of mankind who have the best claim to Abraham, are his 

followers, this prophet and true  believers "in ALLAH" ALLAH is the 
protector of the faithful.  )  

19 
﴿﴾]160[ 

       
15


who/that

  who 
 

 

( …and if he withdraws his help from you, who is who/that can help you 
after him?...  )  
( …but if he withdraws his help from you, who can help you?...  )  
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21 

﴿﴾]49[ 





whom 
Have you not known of those who claim that they are pure? ALLAH 
purifies whom he wills…) 

22 
﴿﴾]134[ 




whatsoever 
 

(Surely, what/whatsoever you are promised will verily happen and you 
can not challenge ALLAH.   

23 
 

﴿﴾]4047122[ 








whichthat
 

 

(O children of Israel! remember my favour which/that I bestowed upon 
you…) 

24 
 

﴿
﴾]21.[ 
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        who

Lordto create
     who  

          
yourpredecessors  who 
to be 

 to createyou 
 

O mankind! Worship your lord "ALLAH" who created you and those 
who were before you/your predecessors so that you may become 
righteous.   

25 

﴿ ﴾]3435[ 



16 

«whose»

«those»


 
 

( … and give glad tidings to modest and humble people, those whose 
hearts are filled with fear whenever the name of ALLAH is mentioned…) 

26 
 

﴿
﴾]249[ 
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who
 

 

when Saul "Talut" set forth with his soldiers, he said to them ALLAH is 
testing you by a river. Any body who drinks from it is not of me. But he 
who does not taste it is of mine, except one who takes a mere full hands 
sip, he is pardoned…» 17 


whohe
not to taste 
 

(  when Saul set forth with his soldiers, he said to them: ALLAH will 
sooner test you with a river. Anyone who drinks of it will not be with me. 
But anyone who does not taste it will go with me. Yet a mere sip is 
excused…  )  




a  mere  sip.( 
3 
 

31 

﴿﴾]23[ 


18


who 
Two men of those who fear "ALLAH" and upon them ALLAH has 
bestowed his favours said…) 
 




﴿
﴾]259[ 
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19
   

who


ing 
 

 Or have not you heard of him who passed by a ruined and isolated 
village…) 
(- Or have not you heard of the example of a man passing by ruined and 

isolated village…) 
 

32 
 

﴿
﴾]55[ 




﴿
﴾]60[

2021 










whothose


the 
 

Remember when ALLAH said: O Jesus! I am causing you to die, raising 
you towards me purifying you from those who disbelieved "in me" 
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disbelievers "in me" and making those who have followed you/your 
followers superior to those who have disbelieved(in me)/disbelievers "in 
me" until the day of resurrection)  

33 
 

﴿*
﴾]140141[ 

 





who

         
     

             
 

(…ALLAH will surely gather the hypocrites and the disbelievers all 
together into Hell; those who wait and watch about you…) 
 

34 
 

﴿
﴾]84[ 

 

            


             
what

whichthat
which  that

that


 Present perfect
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- (Say: we believe in ALLAH, in what/that which has been revealed to us, 
in what/that which was revealed to Abraham, Ismail, Isaac, Jacob and the 
tribes; and "we also believe" in everything that/which was granted to 
Moses, Jesus and all the prophets from their Lord…) 
 

- (Say: we believe in ALLAH, in everything that/which has been revealed 
to us, in the revelation that/which was revealed to Abraham, Ismail, Isaac, 
Jacob and the tribes; and "we also believe" in everything that/which was 
granted to Moses, Jesus and all the prophets from their Lord…) 

           
    


          







 
﴿    

﴾]18[ 

who 
 

(Men and women who give charity and lend ALLAH a good loan, will be 
rewarded as if they had done a good did many times.   










 
  

)This is a student who reads a lot.( 
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 who
(This is a student who works hard)


––ing

(I saw a man standing at the door)
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